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A Flower Fairies Journal
Holly invites all the other flower fairies to help him throw a surprise holiday party for the
Christmas Tree Fairy.
In her journal, Dulcie writes about her friendship and correspondence with Cicely Barker about
fairies and her own search for the elusive creatures, and includes such tidbits as notes, letters,
and a pop-up illustration with sound effects.
In the form of a journal, Cicely Barker writes about her time spent at her friend's summer house
where she thinks she comes across fairies, and she includes artifacts and inserts of tidbits
such as postcards, fairy dust, and maps.
This lovely blank book features fanciful images of flora and fauna, all created with botanical
materials. Using flower petals, leaves, and other natural materials she finds in her garden and
urban wild areas, Flora Forager creates dreamy images that captivate her fans. This charming
journal follows the seasons with beguiling images of bunnies, birds, butterflies, and other
whimsical scenes, all beautifully rendered with flowers and other botanical elements. Featuring
a deluxe package with rounded corners, a ribbon, and thick interior paper, this keepsake
journal-filled with 80 percent new images, spot art throughout, and lined pages for writing-is
sure to please Flora Forager's avid fans and new users alike.
The year is 1920, and a young (and as of yet, unpublished) Cicely Mary Barker is staying at a
friend's cottage in Storrington, West Sussex, for the spring and summer. Over the months as
she sketches and writes in the gardens and grounds, she starts to suspect the presence of
fairies in the flowers all around her. Her journal reveals her thoughts and musings, and
includes sketches, research into general fairy folklore and many more extra items, as she
searches for evidence that the Flower Fairies exist!Although a fictional account, the Flower
Fairies Journal ties in with real dates and events,uses Cicely Mary Barker's sketches, artwork
and samples from her poems, and contains manybeautiful design elements from the 1920's
and 1930's.
Opening a tiny door she discovers in the room of her new home, a little girl gets the thrill of a
lifetime when she peeks in on the magical world of the Flower Fairies and the secret realm in
which they live and play in this richly illustrated, interactive fantastical tour filled with pop-ups,
fairy doors that open and close, footprints to follow, and fairy glitter.
When Cicely Mary Barker returns to the country estate of Bartons to look after her elderly
friend Edith, she expects a quiet Winter finishing her new book. She is surprised and delighted
when she realises that she has a tiny, magical visitor - the poor Rose Fairy needs a home for
the winter, and Cicely is only too glad to help. This wonderful new book offers a fictional insight
into the journal of Cicely Mary Barker, the creative mind behind the Flower Fairies, with plenty
of opportunities for delving further into the story and discovering the tiny secrets of the fairy
folk. The book includes a pull out three dimensional fairy home.
When the fairies forget to invite a special guest to the Flower Fairies' Garden Party, they must
use a special form of communication, called fairy whispers, and a trail of fairy dust to invite
someone at the last minute.
Open this book to see stylish, black and white illustrations… then brush water over them using
the aqua pen provided to see them change before your very eyes, as a rainbow of colors
magically reveal itself and bring each scene to life!
The author has illustrated her own poems featuring fairies and flowers of the four seasons.
The year is 1920, and a young (and as yet unpublished) Cicely Mary Barker is staying at a
friend's cottage in Storrington, West Sussex, for the spring and summer. Over the months as
she sketches and writes in the gardens and grounds, she starts to suspect the presence of
fairies in the flowers all around her. Her journal reveals her thoughts and musings, and
includes sketches, research into general fairy folklore and many more extra items, as she
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searches for evidence that the Flower Fairies exist! Although a fictional account, the Flower
Fairies Journal ties in with real dates and events, uses Cicely Mary Barker's sketches, artwork
and samples from her poems, and contains many beautiful design elements from the 1920's
and 1930's.
Poems describe how fairies live and play in a flower garden, and illustrations show what they
look like, and to which flowers they belong.
Combines text and poems with illustrations to depict fairies associated with seventeen different
varieties of flowers that grow in the garden.
Aged effect Flower fairies Journal, with 120 cream lined pages. Each page finished with floral
motif. Ideal for journaling,taking notes, reflection. An ideal gift for woman and girls who have a
love of flower fairies. Size 6x9 inches. Gloss Cover 120 Cream lined pages with floral motif.
A charming anthology of five fairy stories, enhanced with illustrations of each featured fairy in
their own special fairy surroundings, including "Lavendar's Mid-Summer Mixup" and "Buttercup
and the Fairy Gold." 15,000 first printing.
Presents pages from the catalog of the top designer of couture and accessories for the fairy
world, interspersed with descriptions of the events to which these feather and flower creations
will be worn. An ALA Best Book for Young Adults. Reprint.

This beautiful note book, scented with the sweet smell of heliotrope and
decorated with Flower Fairies, is the perfect place to record special thoughts.
History's most respected wizard, Merlin, describes the skills, techniques, and
equipment of wizards around the globe, explains their characteristic use of spells,
familiars, and potions, and offers other information and advice for apprentices.
For the first time in over 10 years all eight Original Flower Fairies Books have
been re-designed.
Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on the funtastic PBS Kids TV
series Pinkalicious & Peterrific! #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria
Kann brings young readers a Pinkalicious I Can Read adventure about flowers,
imagination, and…worms?! Pinkalicious is absolutely positive that a flower fairy
will visit her garden. After all, flower fairies love pink, and so does Pinkalicious!
When Pinkalicious transforms her garden into a pink wonderland, will it entice the
flower fairy to visit? Pinkalicious and the Flower Fairy is a Level One I Can Read
book, which means it’s perfect for children learning to sound out words and
sentences.
Fairies never go out of style -- and recently the "wee folk have been enjoying a
renaissance in popularity as the subject of museum exhibitions, television
programs, and movies. "How to See Fairies" is a delightful treasure chest
brimming with fairy-inspired goodies: a gorgeous illustrated book, a blank journal
in which to record your own fairy sightings, three note cards, a mini poster and a
bookmark. Its nostalgic artwork combined with its contemporary, updated
packaging make it a great gift for all ages.
Fans of the Flower Fairies can learn how to sparkle just like a fairy with this fun
novelty book that comes complete with a bracelet, necklace, tiara, wand, and a
beautiful pair of wings. Full color. Consumable.
Pop-up versions of the author's flower fairies are found in the garden, at the
water's edge, in the country, and in the woods.
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A Blank Book Journal or Diary to keep thoughts and ideas. Bound paperback
book with 150 grayscale lined and numbered pages to fill any way you want.
Book opens easily for comfortable writing with ample margins for extra notations
or doodling. Perfect for bullet journaling. Art on cover is Woodland Fairy and
Mouse by Cicely Mary Barker.
After leaving the garden to follow some children into the wilder marshes, Zinnia realizes she
can't find her way home and must depend on Kingcup to get her back to her home.
Since their first publication in 1923, Cicely Mary Barker's Flower Fairies have enchanted both
adults and children alike around the world. The botanically accurate drawings in the
illustrations, coupled with the enchanting fairy images based on real children from Cicely's
sister's nursery school, appeal to our innate sense of magic and wonder.
Do you love flower arrangements?? Then this cute notebooks college ruled flower arrangement
for you?On the road or at home everyone has things to write down ? You'll love this collegeruled journal with 120 pages of high quality. ? Notebook size (6 x 9) lovely format journal. ?
Pretty flower hardcover design. ? Blank white interior lines are consistent and lightly lined
provide plenty of space, with perfect design. ? It is perfect for you to put your thoughts, hopes,
experiences, likes, notes, reminders, business, and more. ? A great gift idea for birthday,
Christmas, Easter or just in between for a loved one. ? Blank paper to write whatever you want
anytime you want.
This enchanting collection of art and poetry features Cicely Mary Barker's most exquisite
Flower Fairy paintings and poems from the following books; Flower Fairies of the Spring,
Flower Fairies of the Summer, Flower Fairies of the Autumn and Flower Fairies of the Winter.
This book also includes five rarely seen Flower Fairies which have been omitted from Flower
Fairies of The Summer for many years; The Sorrel Fairy, The Convolvulus Fairy, The White
Campion Fairy, The Thistle Fairy and The Wild Thyme Fairy. This magical book is housed in a
beautiful slipcase and celebrates Cicely Mary Barker's incredible talent and the enduring
appeal of the beautiful fairies she created. It would make the perfect present for any fairy fan or
collector, and would also be an ideal christening, naming ceremony, birthday, or Christmas gift.
Cicely Mary Barker's magical Flower Fairies illustrations offer the perfect background for
recording all of baby's milestones and accomplishments during that eventful first year.
Decorated with Barker's sumptuous illustrations, each detailed page is filled with bright,
beautiful artwork. Lavishly finished with a padded cover and ribbon tie, this baby book is an
ideal gift for new or expecting parents. The pages contain generous room for personal
thoughts, photographs, and mementos along with space for noting the basics. Every baby's
"firsts" should be recorded--this baby book is a unique and charming journal in which to do so.
Discover the magical world of Flower Fairies with this inspirational journal. Illustrated with
Barker's beautiful original art and including advice and tips for finding fairies, this journal is sure
to bring magic into each and every day. Consumable.
BARKER/GIRLS BOOK OF FLOWER FAIRIES
When Lily climbs out of her flower for the very first time, she is keen to explore and make
friends, but where to start? As she glances around she spies a special poem, written on a leafy
scroll, offering clues to help her explore Flower Fairyland and reach the Secret Garden. Flutter
with her as she finds new friends to help her solve the riddles and travel with her through the
enchanted door to the most beautiful place in all Flower Fairyland. This beautiful gift book
contains different pop-ups on each spread.
Cicely Mary Barker's Flower Fairies books, published in the first half of this century, are known
and loved around the world. They were created by a quiet, unassuming and dedicated artist,
who was nevertheless remarkably successful, spending her life illustrating many children's
books and selling hundreds of watercolours and pastels. Today, over thirty years after her
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death, her work continues to offer delights that have stood the test of time. This beautiful
treasury contains a selection of some of the best-loved Flower Fairy paintings together with
their companion poems. The watercolour illustrations are reproduced from reoriginated printing
plates in an enlarged format so that their delicacy and detail can be seen to the finest
advantage and Cicely Mary Barker's craftsmanship as an artist can be fully appreciated.
This enchanting collection of one hundred postcards features a selection of Cicely Mary
Barker's most exquisite Flower Fairy paintings. From the ethereal seasonal fairies, through to
the playful fairy alphabet, this magical box celebrates Cicely Mary Barker's incredible talent
and the enduring appeal of the beautiful fairies she created. Postcards include fairies from all 8
Flower Fairies books: Flower Fairies of the Spring, Flower Fairies of the Summer, Flower
Fairies of the Autumn, Flower Fairies of the Winter, A Flower Fairy Alphabet, Flower Fairies of
the Trees, Flower Fairies of the Garden and Flower Fairies of the Wayside
Illustrations depict fairy folk among the seasonal flowers described in the accompanying
poems.
Thirty full-color postcards are printed on sturdy card stock with illustrations of Barker's most
popular fairies. Each full-size card is labeled with the name of its fairy and the book it first
appeared in. Full-color illustrations. 30 postcards. Consumable.
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